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Introduction

• Robert Michael Lee



Undergraduate Cyber Training



Stuxnet

• While at UCT began researching Stuxnet
• Published paper through Control Global
• Not going to get technical 
• Focus on cyber warfare



Aftermath of Stuxnet

• Iranian Cyber Police Force
• The Iranian Passive Defense Organization’s 

mission is "to fight our enemies with 
abundant power in cyberspace and Internet 
warfare.“

• Hiring of hackers
– Not military trained, limited ROEs

• Implications for Control Systems and Critical 
Infrastructure



Stuxnet Continues

• Only 35 percent of owners of critical systems 
had checked for Stuxnet
– 40 percent of those that checked were infected

• Reverse engineering for other purposes
• Stuxnet exploits and style used elsewhere



Stuxnet Styled Attacks

• Stuxnet exhibited the power and relative 
attribution free nature of cyber weapons to 
those interested in conducting warfare

• We WILL see more powerful cyber weapons 
employed in the future

• Cyber Weapons as political tools
• Smear campaigns against corporations



Cyber Warfare’s Changed

• But no doubt Cyber Warfare has changed
• From Code Red, the Slammer Worm, Iloveyou 

worm, to now Stuxnet styled cyber weapons. 
• State sponsored

and open attacks



• Exploitation for trade secrets as well as 
preparation of the battlefield 

• News opened the world  to cyber warfare
• Push in the govt for additional cyber security



Cyber Arms Race

• Real market for cyber weapons and black 
market of these weapons focused on ICSs

• Opens access to previously unattainable cyber 
weapons

• Extremely fragile market
• Extremely dangerous market
• Extremely profitable



Cyber Warfare and ICSs

• Threat to Military bases/information
– Target Military Bases through ICS
– Corporate and national secrets



ICSs as Targets



Loss of Human Life



The Lowest Hanging Fruit

• Why create Stuxnet?
• Go after “low hanging fruit” while developing 

a powerful tool/exploit 
• Information gathering 

through exploiting smaller 
systems



Lowest Hanging Fruit Cont’d

• No longer mindset of “focus on large targets 
you get one shot”

• No logistic lines like in land warfare, defenses 
up front



The Future of Control System 
Cyber Security

• Legislature and liability
• Back to the basics

– Education and training against phishing
– Access controls
– Network design

• The need for a real focus on Red Teams
• Prevention is key but detection is a must



Corporations and Cyber Warfare

• Corporations and Cyber Warfare
• What happens at a legal point if corporations 

are involved
• Are corporations able to conduct cyber 

warfare?
• Scenario



Conclusion

• Cyberspace is about to become much more 
invasive

• Protect our rights without sacrificing liberties
• We must be ready to face higher costs in terms of 

protecting our data
• For ICSs you must accept that you are viable 

targets and act accordingly
– It is a different mindset than just providing availability

• It’s not all doom and gloom 



Questions?


